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EDITORS WORD:
It is all about Comrades.
The June newsletter is late because of Comrades day. And what a day it was. Congratulations to all
who made it. I hope you reached your goals but if not there is always next year. Take a deep hard
look to what went wrong, consult your logbook and relax, thinking about next year!.
Now, what do you do after Comrades, do you take time off and do nothing or do you start training
ASAP?. Lees wat die experts hieroor sê. Daar is verskillende benaderings hieroor, net jy kan besluit.
Welcome back also to normality. It is now the time to re-bond with all relatives you ignored in your
Comrades Quest. Just to “smooth” them over before you start training for next years’ race. Maybe
even try and persuade them to get off the coach and join you, maybe not for the big one, maybe a
5km fun run. Your enthusiasm can help a lot. Encourage them to join us at Timetrial for a walk
around the block.
Remember it is winter, it is cold and dark early in the evenings. Please be seen by other road users
whilst training!. Get back on the road, you are a runner!
Take care.
Regards,
Roelof.

Important Club decisions to be made: Club Colours.
At the AGM it was mentioned that we change the Club Clothing. It was proposed that we change to Black shorts. The committee would like
to know what you the member think of this idea. Such a change can only be made at a general meeting open to all members, i.e. the AGM.
There is however a full process to follow before it can be made official.
Please send a mail in this regard. The committee can then make a decision to proceed with the application to change the Club Colours or
not.
Thus far 7 members are for the change with comments such as: ”A brilliant idea; Black shorts / skorts purely for variety and availability;
Easier to find shorts that are comfortable and have zipped pocket; the availability is much better in this colour; in favor of changing the club
shorts colour to black, mainly due to availability”.
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A word from the Chairman.
We will catch up with Steve next month.
We need a report back on his overseas trip and his comrades 2013. Admire his feet and legs in the mean time.

WORDS OF WISDOM: “My own prescription for health is less paperwork and more running barefoot through the grass”.
Terri Guillemets (b.1973) is a quotation anthologist from Phoenix, Arizona who has collected quotes since age thirteen. Her passion is
sharing inspirational, thought-provoking, and humorous quotations with a worldwide audience via her website The Quote Garden at
www.quotegarden.com.

Comrades Pre-Run – 4th May 2013.
A few of us, less than in previous years, that is, showed up to do the annual run from Mike and Vicki’s house at Lochvaal to
cross the border into the Freestate.
The wind was quite chilly but all were quickly into a rhythm and having an enjoyable last long training run. A couple of us
did not do the whole distance, like Bennie and myself, but the rest really pushed the limits, with some doing nearly 50k’s and
Gys even doing 54k’s. All looked strong and mentally prepared for the big long run in a few weeks’ time.
Thanks to the other club members who did the seconding for us, Gavin and kids, Courtney, Bennie, Cor and Robin.
And a big round of applause to Mike and Viccy for the massive breakfast ready for all to enjoy as we finished the run. We had
more than was allowed for serious runners. Some will have to go on a diet otherwise the wear and tear on the tekkies will
lead to a puncture.
Then there is a certain lady who is taking up “brei en hekel” as was suggested to her, but still she persevere through the pain
and will run Comrades.
The boat ride with champagne and orange juice was the final desert for the day before it was time go home, relaxed, till next
year.
Thanks to all that attended and supported, a huge Vaal AC success.
Hi All
I would just like to personally thank everybody involved in Saturdays pre- comrades run it was simply great, it was my first since I got back
from overseas and it was so nice running and chatting with old friends and it just made me realise why I do actually run and why I am part of Vaal.
Thanks a mill Vaal
Kind regards,
Greg Sykora

Photos taken by Louise & Cor. Thank you.

Pre Comrades Function @ Bread Crumbs.
An enjoyable evening out with plenty of food and believe me some athletes can eat! Nice to be together before the big fun run.

Training Advice: - Recovery

First point of view:
After Comrades…what now!
The dust has settled and the medal safely stored away for another year. What now? You do need a
recovery from the whole scene for both body and soul. The training was always a combination of the
head and the legs and nothing changes much for the recovery. Of course there are many first time
medal winners who are still on a total high at home and at work and also awake and asleep. Can’t
get it out of your mind. Enjoy it but do not be lulled into a false feeling of invincibility and rush to get
back on the road. Comrades does take its toll right through to your core. First of all you feel the
soreness and tiredness disappear after a week or 10 days. However inside there is a lot to be
restored and repaired. You took a beating during those 9 weeks heavy training. You were drained
also by the pressure of having to meet the targets each week and at each race. You did get a
temporary respite for the 4 week wind down but that was only to get you out there for another
mother of all hidings for somewhere between 10 and 12 hours. You need a break that is for sure.
First of all you need to keep off the road for about two weeks with no running at all. It is better to do
no physical training even in the gym or on the bike. When your legs tell you they are back to normal
with no soreness, pain or tiredness, ignore them. They are not telling the truth. A big mistake is just
get out to do the local 21km and use it as an opportunity to talk about Comrades. Just after half way
which you would expect to just hardly notice being a veteran of a 89km run last month, the tiredness
comes back and an unexpected pain develops. You see you were not ready to go to a race just yet.
Therefore after you feel your legs are O.K. wait another week resting before you go out. When you
do out in the cold, wrap up well and only run slowly for 30 mins maximum. Do that every other day
for 10 days. No races, not even a Fun Run with the kids. The first race should be a social 10km
preferably or a 15km. Just jog slowly and enjoy the attention and preferably wear some gear that
has the Comrades badge on it to stimulate conversation and admiration.
Spring comes at different times in the country but in September the temperature warms up and the
sun rises earlier. When the trees are a bright green and the flowers smell good, you can ease
yourself into your normal programme again. Those runners that had a bad Comrades are impatient
to show themselves and their club mates they have not lost it and tend to go out to do P.B.’s. They
normally fail because they have lost all their speed for these shorter races. Hard luck for you, you
will have to wait a whole year to prove to all of them your are a good runner.
Cross training of any sort is both popular and valuable. The swimming and cycling are non-weight
bearing and do not damage your legs in the same way as all those hours on the road. Gym work
including spinning can be included for the same reason. In the New Year you normally have to give
up the gym work to allocate your precious time to running. All these alternatives are valuable to
provide a diversion to the tedious nature of the road races and training for Comrades. This is how
you can refresh yourself in body and soul.

Second point of view:
Active Recovery After Running An Ultra-marathon
Active Recovery.
After running ultras, I have followed two different methods for recovery. The two different methods
are first total complete rest and the second is active recovery. Both have benefits depending on the
circumstances of where you are with your fitness and your needs for recovery.
Total Complete Rest
Total complete rest is to do nothing in the way of exercise and training. In my experience I have
found that this is a less effective way to recover from an ultra-marathon. I only think this method is
effective if there is an injury that was sustained while running. In that case rest is the best thing to
heal from injury.
Active Recovery
Active recovery refers to being active in the recovery process after an ultra-marathon. The best way
to be active in recovering is to do something different other than running. Such as walking, biking,
and/or swimming. Studies have shown that active recovery helps in the removal of lactic acid. With
the removal of lactic acid comes the removal of muscle soreness. Also, in my personal experience
active recovery helps me psychological to mentally get back into running and training for my next
race. Interestingly, I have found that it is easier to rest when using active recovery to recover. I think
that is because to rest I first need to be tired and active recovery helps me to to be tired which
makes resting more relaxing.
An important component to active recovery is to do low intensity workouts and to do something
different other than your main focus activity (in this case that is running). Doing something different
whether it is walking, biking, and/or swimming works different muscles, but also works running
muscle in a different way.

A Word to ponder !
chuffed \chuhft\, adjective:

1. annoyed; displeased; disgruntled.
2. delighted; pleased; satisfied.

This British term comes from the obsolete chuff meaning "chubby," used in the seventieth to nineteenth centuries. In the 1800s,
chuff took on the sense of "pleased." Since the mid-1900s, chuffed has been used to mean both "pleased" or "displeased,"
depending upon the context.

To all Comrades runners: “Feel chuffed with yourself!.” … definitely PLEASED!

LOSING RUNNING FITNESS Coach Jeff is a 2:22 marathoner and has been a running coach for the past 7 years. –Runnerconnect.net

How much will taking a few days off from running hurt my fitness? It’s one of the most
common questions I get from runners struggling with an injury, fighting the flu, or hesitant to take a much needed rest from
training. As runners, we are all paranoid about taking a few days off, generally thinking it will ruin our months of meticulous
training.

When we look at the effects of taking time off from running, we have to analyze the detraining from two perspectives: (1)
your metabolic systems such as aerobic fitness, threshold and VO2 max; and (2) your structural systems such as your
muscles and neuromuscular coordination (how fast and efficiently your brain can tell your body to perform and execute a
specific movement).
EFFECT OF DETRAINING ON THE AEROBIC SYSTEM
Because VO2 max is one of the best measurements of a runners physical fitness, I will use it as the baseline to compare the
effects of detraining on your aerobic system. To be brief, VO2 max is an individual’s maximum ability to transport and use
oxygen during exercise.

Recent studies show that there is little reduction in VO2max for the first 10 days following inactivity in well-trained athletes.
It is prudent here to mention that all of these guidelines assume you are a decently trained runner, having trained consistently
for a 4-6 month period. Beginner runners will lose fitness at a slightly faster rate since they have a smaller base of fitness.
After two weeks of not running, studies show that VO2 max decreases by 6%. After 9 weeks VO2 max drops by 19% (sorry,
I couldn’t find any data on 3-8 weeks post inactivity). After 11 weeks of no running, Studies demonstrate that VO2 max falls
by 25.7% from peak physical fitness.
So, as you can see, from an aerobic standpoint, you have very little to worry about if you have to take a break from running
for two weeks or less. This is very important for those runners that need to take a hiatus because of a small injury or are
nervous about taking downtime after a long training segment. A 6% decline in VO2 max can be made up with one or two
weeks of solid training.
While percentages are fantastic, what do those numbers really mean for runners? Let’s use an example of a 20 minute 5k
runner. A 20 minute 5k runner has a VO2max of roughly 49.81 ml/kg/min (estimated using a formula). After 2 weeks of no
running, the 5k runner would lose 6% of his VO2 max, which would be 46.83 and would now be in 21:05 shape, according
to most estimates.
After 9 weeks of no running, the same 20-minute 5k runner would now be in 24:00 minute 5k shape. After 11 weeks of no
running, our poor running friend would be in 25:30 shape.

EFFECT OF DETRAINING ON THE STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
While the reduction in aerobic fitness has been tolerably studied in an applicable manner, the effect of detraining on specific
running muscles has been harder to find. However, the little research that does exist about detraining in general proposes that
the most dramatic reduction in fitness occurs within a 10-28 day window. Before and after this window, detraining from a
structural perspective isn’t severe.
What does this mean? After 7-10 days of not running, you will lose some muscle power and coordination, but not enough to
totally derail your goals. With a few specific workouts such as hill sprints, you’ll be back to your pre-detraining levels before
you know it. If your break from training is longer than two weeks, than you’ll have a little bit to make up before you can get
back to personal best shape.

WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN?
Research shows you shouldn’t be too worried about losing significant fitness if your break from running is less than two
weeks. You’ll lose some conditioning in your aerobic system and muscles, but pre-inactivity fitness will return quickly.
Again, this assumes that you have built a healthy and consistent base of training of 4-6 months prior to taking time off. It’s
not the end of your career if you haven’t been training for this long; it simply means that the reduction in fitness will be
slightly more pronounced.
After two weeks of not training, significant reductions in fitness begin to occur and you’ll have about 2-8 weeks of training
(depending on the length of inactivity) ahead of you to get back to your previous level of fitness.

Basically, here is an easy to follow form chart:

Days of not

What this means for a 20 minute 5k
Reduction in fitness

running
1-7 days

runner
Negligible reduction in VO2 max and muscle power

Now running 20:10

6% reduction in VO2 max and minimal reductions in
10-14 days

Now in 21:05 shape
muscle power
Estimated 12% reduction in VO2 max and decrease in

14-30 days

Now in 23:00 shape
muscle power
19% reduction in VO2 max and significant decrease in

30-63 days

Now in 24:00 shape
muscle power
25.7% reduction in V02 max and significant decrease in

63 days or more

Now in 25:30 shape
muscle power

By no means am I suggesting that taking time off from running is an enjoyable experience. However, sometimes it’s
inevitable or for the best in the long-term.

AT THE RACES

Upcoming races.
8-Jun
16-Jun
17-Jun

Race 4 Faith
Fred Norman
Woodlands Boulevard

23-Jun

Gansa

15\9\6
10\5
21\10\5

7:00
8:00
6:00

Silver Oaks Xing
North Gate Shop Cent
Woodlands Boulevard Centre

10\5

8:00

Orlando Rugby Grounds

RACE RESULTS
LATE Result –
Two oceans 21km
We omitted Viccy Baker from the results due to a technical issue!! She did a 02:31:29 for the race. Well done
Viccy.

Wally Hayward (AGN) 42Km race - 2013-05-01
Position

Initials

Surname

Finish Time

1419

P

Nicolas

04:31:27

1420

W

Pienaar

04:31:32

2360

S

Botha

05:24:58

Cradle Of Humankind (CGA) 21km race - 2013-04-27
Position

Initials

Surname

656

L

Greeff

Finish Time
02:33:41

665

A

Greeff

02:35:13

746

C

Ramage

02:59:12

747

C

Ramage

03:00:23

Cradle Of Humankind (CGA) 10km race - 2013-04-27
Position

Initials

Surname

Finish Time

33

A

Burger

00:44:06

377

M

Jacobs

01:08:15

Birchwood (CGA) 21km race - 2013-04-21
Position

Initials

Surname

Finish Time

149

P

Nicolas

01:46:43

508

N

Helen

02:13:29

509

B

Korte

02:13:29

668

C

Ramage

02:32:37

669 C
Ramage
02:32:43
Mall At Carnival City (CGA) 32km race - 2013-04-28
Finish
Position
Initials
Surname
Time
254
W
Pienaar
03:08:55
15km race
74

R

Hamilton

01:08:45

105

E

Hamilton

01:13:21

327

B

Korte

01:32:24

Colgate (CGA) 32km race - 2013-05-05
Finish
Position
Initials
Surname
Age
Time
263 R
Hamilton
31
02:41:51
Konica Minolta Jackie Meckler (AGN) 25km race - 2013-05-04
Finish
Position
Initials
Surname
Age
Time
427 J
Burger
41
02:22:37
Kwai Challenge (CGA) 21km race - 2013-05-12
Finish
Position
Initials
Surname
Age
Time
234 J
Burger
41
01:43:29
Kwai Challenge (CGA) 10km race - 2013-05-12
Finish
Position
Initials
Surname
Age
Time
94 A
Burger
16
00:43:15
Zio Cash And Carry (FS) 10km race - 2013-05-18
Finish
Position
Initials
Surname
Age
Time
57 K
Motaung
52
00:40:38
110 E
Hamilton
55
00:47:34
228 W
Pienaar
30
01:01:16
232 V
Baker
62
01:02:10
238 S
Zeelie
55
01:02:59
259 M
Gaade
66
01:10:32
273 J
Maseko
60
01:17:03

Comrades 2013 Pos Race No
1914 40459
1989 49145
3785 33095
4259 19163
4430 17263
5658 40839
6192 32484
8457 31813
8680 25621
8681 39514
56097

First Name
Khabi
Jacques
Gys
Paul
Margaret
David
Wayne
Steve
Louise
Stephen
Gregory

Last Name
Motaung
Burger
Van Den Berg
Nicolas
Labuschagne
Smith
Pienaar
Jackson
Smith
Smith
Sykora

Gun Time
09:13:23
09:16:28
10:17:54
10:29:07
10:34:03
10:55:08
11:04:10
11:45:48
11:47:56
11:47:56

Category
Cat Pos Gender Medals
Ages 50 - 59
135 Male
7
Ages 40 - 49
594 Male
3
Ages 30 - 39
1448 Male
10
Ages 30 - 39
1585 Male
1
Ages 40 - 49
214 Female
18
Ages 40 - 49
1738 Male
8
Ages 30 - 39
2131 Male
2
Ages 50 - 59
964 Male
19
Ages 50 - 59
164 Female
14
Ages 40 - 49
2561 Male
14
Ages 40 - 49
Male
5

Time Trail.

MAY 2013 Time Trials // MEI 2013 Tydtoetse
Name

30/04

07/05

14/05

21/05

28/05

Time
(distance)

Time
(distance)

Time
(distance)

Time
(distance)

Time
(distance)

Attendance
points total

Botha, Bennie
Cloete, Christiaan
Duma, Nonie
Gloy, Alf
Hamilton, Erica
Jackson, Steve
Jee, Courtney
Koorts, Paul

39’22” (8)
42’10” (8)
51’55” (8)
-

37’06” (6)
35’37” (8)
38’53” (8)
31’00” (6)
42’05” (8)

32’13” (8)
32’09” (8)
30’00” (6)
41’10” (8)

36’26” (6)
44’10” (8)
30’00” (6)
30’25” (6)

17
6
9
24
19
16
11
19

Maseko, Johanna
Molebe, Thandi
Motaung, Maria
Mouton, Ruan
Nel, Andries
Pienaar, Wayne
Smith, David
Smith, Louise
Smith, Stephen
Van den Berg, Gys
Van Wyk, Carene
Van Wyk, Linda
Van Wyk, Roelof
Rozanne

42’20” (8)
44’17” (6)
44’17” (6)
14’37’ (4)
46’01” (8)
39’22” (8)
32’39” (8)
32’28” (3.1)
32’28” (3.1)
32’39” (8)
28’00” (4)

34’12” (8)
32’12” (8)
42’29” (8)
47’42” (8)
42’25” (8)
RAT
49’44” (8)
49’42” (8)
42’29” (8)
38’32” (8)
34’20” (8)
31’49” (3.1)
31’49” (3.1)
34’20” (8)
26’00” (4)

31’00” (6)
38’53” (8)
35’37” (8)
31’29” (3.1)
31’29” (3.1)
35’37” (8)
25’00” (4)

31’00” (3.1)
31’00” (3.1)
40’00” (8)
37’52” (8)
38’22” (8)
35’00” (8)
31’41” (3.1)
34’41” (3.1)
35’05” (8)
-

26’28” (6)
30’28” (6)
36’26” (6)
26’29” (6)
18’41” (2)
18’41” (2)
26’29” (6)
-

9
8
15
2
4
20
18
10
23
26
22
29
29
4

IMPORTANT: Wear light, bright colour clothing and get a reflective belt.
Your life is in your hands !!
We invite all to come and join us on a Tuesday at 17H30. Walkers are welcome too.
This is where we as a Club meet and where you can find out about upcoming races. Flyers of upcoming races
are available.
Our RAT Race winner for May was Paul Koorts. Hy is besig on ‘n gewoonte daarvan te maak. Geluk Paul. Dis
goeie pas skatting.
The RAT race, i.e. Race against time, takes place every first Tuesday of the month with a bring and braai
Boerewors roll afterwards. All is welcome. This is an once a month relaxed social event, after the running bit.
Group runs at / from 07h00 from Virgin Active, normally planned at the Time Trial start.
Bottomless Coke is out, it is now time for a Three-Cuppa-Coffee!!. It is winter !.

EDITORS WORD: - The second part
I promised Bennie and Gys that I shall do this. Let us start from the beginning.
Apart from this and logically the Comrades photos, this whole newsletter was completed weeks ago.
I promised to change nothing except this part, and for Butie as well. (Who is Butie?)
I said at the top: “And what a day it was”.
It was warm, it was windy, it was difficult. Maybe I predicted it with my comment of what a day it
will be in advance. Bad, bad me.!! I do apologize.
I am glad I did not run, but I can sympathize with you all. For a second time, well done.
We had a 100% finish! Full marks!! We had 11 starters and 10 finished in the time allowed. Craig
missed it with a couple of minutes, because the good person he is, he helped a fellow comrade but
thus lost out on his own race. But he still finished!!. Hats off to you Craig.
Geluk Gys met Nommer 10 en die permanente nommer. Dit was hard!
We met at Mittal’s tent who gracefully allowed us to share their space. We were not allocated a site
maybe because we were only 11 runners. Thank you to Malie and Corrie from Mittal. It is much
appreciated.
It turned out to be an exhausting but nice weekend, till we came back.
Gys, Bennie and myself stopped at The Ultra City in Escourt, and they stole my Camera out the boot
with all the memories of Comrades 2013. Gys also lost his camera from within the car, nothing else
was taken. I am so sad that I cannot share those photo’s, even the awesome sunrises. Steve
Jacksons’ Cellphone was stolen at the Mittal tent. The thief even answered the phone and said: “No,
can’t have it back, I pick it up from the ground”. Yes, from Steve’s side you idiot!.
So, apology, I had nice pictures of most of you, but cannot share it with anybody. You will have to
wait for the official photo’s. Louise did take some pictures.
Not much more to add, I am too sad.
Welcome home. As Steve put it, it is a new year towards Comrades 2014. About 363 Days to go.

For all your Comrades photos, look through the viewfounder or download the memory card.

Please forward all pics to me. Return the camera if you find it.

COMRADES ACHES AND PAINS BREAKFAST. - 8th June 2013.
Something new.
We shall meet at Wiesenhof, River square at 09h00 this Saturday for breakfast. Each pays his / her
own. Come join us.
PLEASE RSVP Louise so that we can at least warn them to have a big table ready. Do this quickly,
immediately when you read this; louise4567@gmail.com . Please do reply at least by Friday 15h00.
See you there.

Photos from Louise, Thanks

HEALTH INFORMATION.
Salt is killing South Africans
The Heart and Stroke Foundation South Africa is launching a new lobby group this week to alert South Africans to the fact
that too much salt could be killing them.
With 6.3 million people living with high blood pressure, South Africa has one of the highest rates of hypertension
worldwide. This makes South Africans more susceptible to life-threatening diseases like stroke and heart disease.
According to the Heart and Stroke Foundation SA, a staggering 80% of these cardiovascular diseases could be prevented
through modified behaviour – like reducing salt.
Mandatory salt regulation
The World Health Organisation recommends that adults eat less than 5g of salt (a teaspoon) a day, but in South Africa
some experts put the average salt intake by South Africans as high as 40g of salt a day. “The problem is that up to 60% of
this salt is hidden in products and consumed by people probably unaware of the high salt content in their food,” says Dr
Vash Mungal-Singh, CEO of the Heart and Stroke Foundation SA.
According to the proposed draft legislation, South Africa will give food manufacturers until June 2016 to comply with the
first set of salt guidelines. Different products have been given different time frames allowing producers to adapt their
strategies for reducing sodium – the dangerous component in salt – in their products.
South Africa has been hailed internationally for taking such concrete steps for reducing salt or sodium consumption
“The link between salt and high blood pressure is well-documented and accepted as medical fact. But what is less widely
known, is that South African foods are laden with salt – or sodium,” says Dr Mungal-Singh.
The biggest culprit
Internationally accepted guidelines state that any food with more than 600mg of sodium per 100g can be considered
unhealthy. In South Africa, many products exceed this limit. And the biggest culprit is bread, followed closely by margarine,
butter spreads, stock cubes, soup powders, breakfast cereals and savoury snacks. But consumers are often surprised to
find high sodium content in foods that are sweet or not salty at all.
Another concern is that South Africans rate high on the list of discretionary salt use – that is the amount of salt they add to
the food themselves. In most Westernised countries, discretionary use is small – only about 15%. But in South Africa, up to
40% of salt is added by individuals to their food. This shows the lack of awareness of the dangers that salt poses to health,
especially those who suffer from high blood pressure, says Dr Mungal-Singh. “The public need to be warned of the risks.”
Professor Melvyn Freeman of the Department of Health adds: “Part of industry’s objection (to the proposed legislation) has
been the suggestion that once salt in processed foods is reduced, people will make up lost flavour with discretionary salt,
so we need an education campaign to follow the legislation.”
“The number one black sheep is bread - both locally and internationally. It has been estimated that by reducing the
sodium content of bread by 50%, along with other reductions, salt intake will be decreased by 0.085g a day, resulting in 7
400 fewer deaths due to cardiovascular disease annually in SA,” she says.
“For consumers the best way to go about cutting down on salt is to begin by reading labels carefully and to become aware
of salt, tailoring shopping habits to lower salt content foods. The aim should be to reduce salt slowly and to look out for
high-salt foods and buy alternatives instead. In time the body will adjust and eating a healthy low-salt diet will become
much less of a chore – and will actually become a pleasure instead.
“It is time for people to realise that salt is killing South Africans and it is time to take action!”
- (Heart and Stroke Foundation SA press release) (Edited and shortened)

Image of God
Then God said, Let us make man in our image, in our likeness, and let them rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the
air, over the livestock, over all the earth, and over all the creatures that move along the ground. Genesis 1:26
Have you ever wondered why God in the Ten Commandments was so strict in forbidding his people from creating any
images of God (Exodus 20:4)? It is simply because Genesis 1:26 has taught us that there is already an image of God in the
world - you and me! The second commandment in Exodus 20 forbids creating any kind of object, for example a statue,
picture or building and making it the place where we go to please God.
Pleasing God our creator cannot be restricted to a time or place when we stand before a statue, or an hour when we enter
a certain building. Made in God's image, we are to rule on his behalf in all of his creation all of the time - 24/7. This means
everywhere we go and covers every single second of time. This includes the training ground, changing room, playing field
and the post match celebration or commiserations!
As we as Christian players recognize that our ability to play sport is a gift from God, we will more and more want to use
those talents to please him - simply because of who he is, the creator and Lord of the universe and the God who loves so
much. We will want to offer our talents and abilities as an act of worship. That means that we will still be giving 100% to
the end even if the game is already lost. We need never be ashamed of being competitive and wanting to do our best
provided that our motivation is to please and honour him rather than for our own praise.
What does it look like to please God? Genesis chapter two pinpoints two very specific principles, which must be applied to
our sport. The first is how we use our talents; the second is how we use our relationships.
Another way of expressing this dual aspect of being God's representatives on earth in our talents and our relationships is
Jesus' summary of the Ten Commandments in the 'Golden Rule', where Jesus tells his followers the two great
commandments. He said, Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind. This is
the first and greatest commandment. And the second is like it: Love your neighbour as yourself. (Matthew 22:37-39).
I am made in the image of God. I am his representative in the football club, on the field, at training, on the bench, in the
mini-bus, everywhere.

Birthday Celebrations:
Congratulations to the following members in celebrating their birthday in JUNE.
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22

Armand Burger
Joyce Sebaka
Robert Hamilton

Runner sad over retirement
Fri, 22 Feb 2013 8:00 AM
A 101-year-old Sikh believed to be the world's oldest marathon runner said Thursday he felt sad to be retiring
from competitive events, as he prepared for his last race this weekend.

Fauja Singh, nicknamed the "Turbaned Tornado", began running at age 89 and has since completed nine
marathons. But he admitted that age has finally caught up with him.
"I am hurt by the fact that I am going to retire," the Indian-born British national, who only speaks Punjabi, said in
Hong Kong through his interpreter ahead of his final race this Sunday.
"I do not really want to hear the word 'retire' because I can still run and jump on a bus. It's a (sense of) negativity
that I have never experienced before."
Singh, who was a farmer in his home state of Punjab in India before settling in England, has competed in nine
26-mile (42-kilometre) marathons in London, Toronto and New York.
His best time was in Toronto, where he clocked five hours, 40 minutes and four seconds.
On Sunday the runner, who turns 102 on April 1, will compete in the 10-kilometre event on the sidelines of the
Hong Kong Marathon, which has a record 72 000 participants in different categories this year.
The great-great-grandfather, who lives in Ilford, said he has "mixed feelings" about retirement.
"I fear that when I stop running, people will no longer love me. At the moment, everyone loves me... I hope
nobody will forget or ignore me.
"When you become old, you become like a child and you want the attention," he said, comparing retirement to a
"divorce" from a happy marriage.
Singh, who weighs just 52 kilograms (115 pounds), says he does not suffer any illnesses but admitted that
"racing is getting tough" for him at his age.
"I feel that I must retire on a high," he said.
"I will not stop running, but will do it for my personal health."
Singh was inspired to take up marathons after he saw television coverage of one 12 years ago, not long after the
death of his wife and a son and at a time when he said he needed a new focus in life.
Although widely regarded as the world's oldest marathon runner, Guinness World Records has not certified him
as such since Singh cannot prove his birthdate. He has said there were no birth certificates when he was born.
But Singh has won widespread accolades.

He was a torchbearer for the 2004 Athens games and last year's London Olympics, and appeared in
advertisement for a major sports brand several years ago alongside the likes of David Beckham and Muhammad
Ali.
His trainer Harmander Singh said the centenarian will keep up his routine of running 16 kilometres every day
even after retirement. The trainer said he was "intrigued and impressed" by the runner after coaching him for 13
years.
"He has a very positive attitude. If I say, 'Let's do 10 kilometres today', he will say 'Why not we do 20
kilometres?'" the trainer said, linking the spirit to his name "Fauja" which means soldier.

HOU OP HARDLOOP, NEELS


Die spyt en moed-opgee veroorsaak dat die emosie in groot druppels oor sy wange streep. “Ek is moeg
mevrou … ek kry skaam vir my myself”.



Hierdie jongman slaap al vir 2 jaar op straat. Die begrafnis van sy pa en later sy broer kon hy nie
bywoon nie. “Ek het ma’ op ‘n ver afstand gestaan ek kyk, mevrou” sê hy. “Ek is moeg vir hierdie soort
van lewe ... ek is moeg … willie meer soe lewe nie”.



“Hoekom gaan jy nie maar huistoe nie, ou Neels?” vra ek.



“Ek haloep mevrou”.



“Dis nie nodig om te hardloop nie, Neels” sê ek.



“Mevrou, as die polieste jou dja, da haloep jy” sê hy.



Ek besef toe dat dit nie net sommer ‘n gewone bly op die strate is nie.



“Wat het jy dan gemaak dat die polisie jou jaag?” vra ek.



“Moord, mevrou … ek het iemand vermoor” kom die antwoord benoud.



“Wat sou jy sê moet jy doen om op te hou hardloop?” vra ek.



“Ek weet … oorgee … ek weet mevrou” sê hy sag. Na my vraag of hy wil oorgee, sak ‘n gebroke mens
op die mat neer, ek kniel by hom.



Twee jaar se spanning en uitputting, leuens en weghardloop stort hy uit voor God … die God wat
daardie dag baie jare gelede langs die moordenaar hang en sê: “Vandag sal jy saam met my in die
paradys wees”.

Lukas 23:42,43 – “Hy het verder gesê: ‘Jesus, onthou my asseblief wanneer U in u koninkryk kom’. Jesus
se antwoord was: ‘Ek verseker jou, jy sal vandag nog saam met My in die paradys wees.’”

The anonymous, not so silent RUNNER.
Hallo Ouboet,
Yep, en nog ’n Comrades is verby, en die aftel na die volgende begin, ten minste kan ek weer genoeg slap chips
eet, jy weet mos ek carbo load nou al vir volgende jaar. Ek dink jy het minder gestruggle as ek, jou maergat.
(Maar kyk maak jou ook moeg.) Sal dalk die russians moet los saam die chips en Weighless toe gaan, eat
more, weigh less. (Could never understand how this works.)
Boet, wat ’n strange thing at Comrades, I was floored. People can’t even ordentlik say hallo anymore.! Ek
was skoon skuins verby van kwaadgeit.
We are all like minded people at the Expo to register for the struggle to the top at ‘Maritzburg, so the least one
can do is greet the familiar faces from V-town. Just a skelm eye knipoog or a quick nod or smile will do the
trick. Ek soek nie hugs en kisses nie, my vrou sal my slaan. Just make a gesture of recognition. En as ek groet
kan jy maar terug groet ook. Dis net uit ordentlikheid uit, vra jou ma maar. We are not cyclists, hardlopers
groet mekaar.
Maybe me is not as beautiful as I was in my youth but still, “hallo” will do the trick!. I felt snubbed when
others don't make a gesture of recognition. I know I am not important but I am a fellow runner. Sê “Dag”
The weird thing is that so many other people greeted me, maybe I looked like one of the stars to them. I wonder
who? I liked it, I really liked it that the young girls say “Hallo oom”. Ja, okay, I am not that young
anymore but damn do I look like their oom to you?. Watch it…

But, welcome back boet, have a break, have a Kit-Kat. Moenie nie te veel aan jou tube bysit nie, daar is
darem seker nog ’n PB of 2 om te jaag, even if we are getting older . Just give this oom a break as well. Die bene
vat bietjie langer om te cope met na Polly’s. Maar ons sal weer daar kom. Ek drink nog my dors weg.
See on you the road Boet, nuwe rubber en all! My Comrades tekkies is now only good to work in the garden
with. Hoe bly is ek dis winter, ek hoef nie gras te sny nie.
Groete aan jou ma.
Butie

Last Words:






-

Love begins with a smile, grows with a kiss, ends with a tear.
When you were born, you were crying and everyone around you was smiling.
Live your life so that when you die,
you're the one smiling and everyone around you is crying. – Unknown-

Dankie Bennie.

